We describe the main idea and the conceptual architecture of a platform for simulating a large number of asynchronously interacting agents in continuous time. We show how the generic capabilities of the platform apply to the simulation of realistic stock market interactions. A particular example of a very dramatic market event that took place in Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) on September 20, 2002 is used to uncover the parameters characterizing the classical investor types within the market. The simple microscopic rules governing the individual agents behavior are shown to result in a collective market behavior similar to the one of a damped harmonic oscillator. Specifically, the aggregated influence of the fundamentalist traders is formally related to Hooke's law while the behavior of the trend followers corresponds to inertia and viscous friction forces.
Introduction and background
Over the last few years the emergence of complex phenomena has been studied in a wide range of systems. A generic approach is the use of computer simulations. The development of computer power and computational methods allow realistic, fully controlled virtual (''computer gedanken'') experiments.
In the present paper we report the application of this general approach to stock market dynamics. The stock market is from a physicist's point of view the largest, most well tuned, efficient and well maintained emergence laboratory in the world. Measurements in this laboratory are performed, recorded, transmitted, stored and documented with perfect precision. The challenge is to develop the tools for simulating, analyzing and predicting the outcome of experiments in this extraordinary laboratory.
A variety of simplified microscopic models of the stock market have been introduced over the last decade . Most of these models focus on specific aspects of the problem: basic features of the trader's behavior or of the stock exchange procedures. They show that even a small set of simple assumptions can explain the set of ''stylized'' experimental facts characterizing generically the market [28] : power (Pareto-Zipf) laws, fat tails (and/or Levy-stable distributions), (multi-) fractal dynamics (Hurst exponents), long range correlations (clustered volatility), criticality (scaling exponents).
It is obvious that in order to go beyond these generic ''stylized'' facts, one has to consider more realistic features [29] : detailed stock market procedures, individual trader behavior, communication lags, external events (news arrival, economic fundamentals, etc.) [8, 13] . Understanding complex behavior usually boils down to finding a limited set of relevant simple microscopic features. However, what are the relevant microscopic details is obviously not known in advance. Consequently, the simulation has to introduce and control an-in principle-arbitrary number of such details and test their respective relevance.
To achieve this we developed a platform that simulates an arbitrary number of traders that interact with an arbitrary range of behaviors. On the resulting virtual stock market one can emulate the behavior of the real markets and confront it on a trade by trade basis with data from on-line measurements.
The platform can be exploited to achieve several purposes:
. Experiment with the effect on the market behavior of various features and events. . Compare the efficiency of different trading strategies. . Isolate the influence of (groups of) traders' strategies on the market. . Study the co-evolution of traders' behavior. . Find ways to improve market efficiency and stability.
In the present paper we show how the platform can be used on a particular interesting case study.
We start with a description of the non-trivial architecture of the simulation platform.
Simulation platform
The main difficulty in building an efficient and realistic simulation environment turned out not to be the proliferation of traders' parameters. Rather, one encounters a more fundamental obstacle that is characteristic generically to computer-based simulations and that to our knowledge was not satisfactorily addressed until now: the spatiallydistributed, time-parallel structure of reality. We will describe below the conceptual challenge and our solution to this problem.
Computer simulation of continuous time asynchronous
systems Turing conceived computers as sequential discrete machines: one single operation per computing cycle updating one single quantity. The structure of the real world is totally different: at any time, any of the basic elements can change (and initiate a sequence of further changes unto the others). This introduces two problems:
. One does not have an a priori unit time step that would map the real time onto a discrete simulation step: events can take place at any time. . One does not know in advance which is the next player that will act and therefore one cannot have a pre-ordered list of future operations (in fact the action of each player is likely to affect the timing and the identity of the element/agent performing the next operation).
Traditionally, the approximations assumed that changes can take place only at fixed (pre-appointed) times. The problem of independent agents discretely and asynchronously interacting in continuous time was not solved until the present work. We feel that beyond its relevance for the stock market, this problem is crucial for the reliable computer simulation of a very wide class of emergent systems [38] .
The Gedanken football match
To make the problem clear and to liberate the ideas from the clutter of finance market technicalities, we describe in this section the main concept in a context that is universally well known: football. We hope that the apparent ''lightness'' (game-like) nature of the present example will not divert the reader from the seriousness of the problem and the value of its solution. 1 Let us list schematically the features characterizing a football match from the conceptual point of view: One has 25 independent agents (the players and the referees-we neglect for the moment the otherwise crucial feedback from the public) interacting in the following (feedback-driven way):
1. Each agent has a personal perception of the current game situation (that might include history elements). 2. Each agent can revise at discrete times his perception of the situation (the times at which these revisions take place depend on the individual agent and the situation). 3. Each agent decides on responses to his new perception of the situation. The time it takes the agent to reach a decision depends on the agent and the situation. 4. After taking a decision, the agent acts upon it. The resulting actions are, of course, not necessarily the ones decided/intended: they are influenced by the laws of reality (physical or otherwise). Also in the time interval between the internal decision and the action, the situation might change (the other agents may have acted in the meantime). 5. The actions of the agents, together with external factors (physical environment, field and ball condition, time passing between the steps 2-4), change of the objective situation in the game.
The element closing the dynamical loop is the fact that the changes (or non-changes) in the objective situation (step 5) can lead to revisions in the perceived situation by each of the agents (step 2).
How would one faithfully simulate this model on the computer?
One possibility, analogue to the molecular dynamics procedure in physics and chemistry is to divide the time in a very fine mesh. For each moment of this fine mesh one checks for changes in the objective situation. In this case, one has to poll each agent and check for changes in his perceptual-decision-actuation internal state. The time unit in molecular dynamics is decided by the ratio between the spatio-temporal features of the interaction potential and the typical speed of the molecule. In the present case, the ball features are of the order of 10 À1 m and the speed of the order of 10 m/s. Therefore, the time step has to be significantly lower than 10 À2 s. Even a delay of 10 À2 s in accessing the ball can result in missing it (goaaaal!).
With such a small time step, one cannot afford to poll too many players at each time step. The situation becomes unbearable if one introduces the supporters in the system. If one has 10 5 fans, each with a probability rate of acting of O 10 s interventions. To take it faithfully into account one is forced to a time step finer then O 10 À6 À Á : To make things worse, the molecular dynamics technique accumulates errors as the number of steps increase. Therefore, with a microscopic step-size, the simulation becomes unreliable after a very short real time.
What is our solution to this tantalizing situation?
Before getting into technicalities, let us describe the main idea:
Every player (or referee, or fan in the tribune) maintains his perception of the situation and updates it from time to time. The times at which the perception of a player is updated are not necessarily known in advance, they are triggered in one of two ways:
. spontaneously by some (possibly random, and/or situation-dependent) internal clock of the player, . by an important enough change in the perceived external situation: the ball being sent to him or menacing to reach the gate (goal). The reaction threshold depends on the current sensitivity profile of the individual player, and the situation, and may involve stochastic elements.
As a perception update is triggered, the player may respond with a decision for action. The decision then reaches (after a realistic time depending on the player and the conditions) the effector muscles and the physical objects (own body, ball, other players) generating new events (that will then generate new reactions by players). Note that the program is not actively simulating the time intervals between events: it jumps directly from one event to the subsequent one advancing appropriately the simulated time (which has nothing to do with the ticks of the machine clock).
External conditions (e.g., the coach calling on one of the players to go to the bench, rain drops falling on the players) can be treated as agents too.
Note that the crucial idea is that instead of polling each agent at each time unit, one leaves in the charge of each agent to ''wake up'' according to its own criteria (time passage, certain (possibly unexpected) events taking place, etc). Therefore, no simulation effort is performed at times when nothing happens and no polling of momentarily inactive players is necessary.
The order of the agents' interventions is not pre-defined. In fact, it can change in every moment: an unexpected event may wake up an agent promptly that otherwise planned to be quiet for the next 90 minutes. Yet the order is not random, it respects in detail the causality rules that nature and the players' behavior dictates to the system.
Let us now explain how we realize this promise.
Description of the algorithm; the World Manager
Let us now describe the asynchronous continuous time algorithm in a generic context.
The description above is correct at the conceptual level: the simulation relies on an event-driven mechanism (the evolution of the system is the sequence of events generated by the dynamical agent behavioral rules). However, on a sequential machine it is not realistic to expect the process representing each player to send interrupts to the CPU. Moreover, those interrupts' real timings would have nothing to do in general with the timings of the simulated events.
A way to avoid this problem is to introduce the ''World Manager''. The World Manager is the core of the platform and has the following tasks and features:
. The World Manager is the repository of the full information of the current system state. . The World Manager is in charge of updating the current system state by acting changes according to the decisions that the agents passed to him. . In our simulation, as in reality, action is not applied immediately but is delayed (immediate action is technically allowed but, of course, not realistic). . The World Manager is the repository of an everchanging events schedule. At any moment, an event that used to be the first in line for execution might be ''scooped'' by a faster, newly introduced event. . The World Manager is aware of all the decisions and conditions for performing an action, therefore, he has all the information necessary to decide which is the next event to take place and the time at which it will take place (even though the waiting list may have been reshuffled by the latest implemented event). . Note that as soon as the latest event is completed, the simulation advances the time to the next event on the list. Therefore in the most rigorous way, and without any approximation, the World Manager can advance the time of the simulation (without spending any additional CPU time) to the time of the next event. . The World Manager receives, together with every decision from an agent, the agent's current threshold criteria, i.e., the conditions necessary steer the agent into new decision making (the ''steer-up'' criteria may include sheer time passing from the last decision attempt). . This gives the World Manager the full necessary information to decide whether to ''steer up'' the agent for new decisions after each change in the system.
. Consequently, every time that a change in the current system state is executed by the World Manager, the World Manager sends ''decision steering'' signals to the agents whose thresholds are exceeded. The other agents are left alone (and no CPU is spent on them). . Each of the informed (steered) agents can choose to either neglect or respond to the event. The usual response is a decision for some action. The actual action/change is to be implemented on the system at the appropriate (delayed) time by the World Manager. Also modifications in the ''steer-up'' thresholds may be decided at this stage.
One should contrast the present approach with most of the other simulation schemas (like molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo family simulations) which sample the system evolution at discrete times causing systematic inaccuracy. In our simulation the events take place at any real-valued timing required by the realistic continuum-time character of our dynamics. In our formalism, the time scale can be viewed as continuous, and not composed of small adjustment time slices. The simulation supports discrete events, which happen at precisely the moment they are supposed to happen-not at the closest time tick. As in continuum time reality, there is no problem here with events taking place exactly at the same time (even if several chains of events take place during overlapping time periods, the realistic delays in the decision actuation imply that they are taken care of in the most rigorous and efficient way).
It is important to clarify that the asynchronous eventdriven simulation rate does not depend on the number of agents but on the number of actions (events). This allows extremely effective implementation for systems with a huge number of components.
The fact that agents are normally supposed to submit their request for action and wait until the time arrives does not make them inaccessible during this time. They can still respond to any event they receive.
Oscillating stock market model example
Once the simulation platform is constructed it can be used for the study of the stock market through computer experiments paralleling real market measurements.
It is a common approach in experimental physics to study the forces governing the system behavior by throwing it out of equilibrium and watching its return to the equilibrium state: one has to disrupt a pendulum in order to measure its mass, elastic constant and friction. Accepting the same approach to the stock market study led us to the following line of thought: Since in most cases, the system is in equilibrium (or at least very close to it depending on which version of the market efficient hypothesis one favors) the forces acting on it cancel effectively and are not fully revealed. In order to see those forces in action and to study them, one has to watch for some abnormal event that dragged the system far from equilibrium.
It is usually very costly to bring a large stock market out of equilibrium so as to undo the efficient market hypothesis even for a short time. One has rather to look for anomalous events capable of kicking the market far from its steady state (further than the usual fluctuations size). With enough luck one may be able to identify a colossal mistake such as an order erroneous by a factor of 100. Events like this are rare (someone has to pay for them, and usually the same person does not get the opportunity to make them twice). But quite a number of them were reported over the last years. Interestingly enough most of the errors were due to the use of computers (e.g., keystroke error [32] ) which were introduced in the first place to avoid them. In one case, an extra zero was accidentally added to a sell order and one executed a £300 Á 10 6 sell order instead of the intended £30 Á 10 6 [32] . The order went through just before the market was closed, causing a 3.5% Financial Times Stock Exchange 100 Share Index (FTSE 100) crash. The mistake did not have long-time influence on the market: it recovered next morning.
The event which we wish to discuss below took place on September 20, 2002 at the London Stock Exchange [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The event's total duration was around 20 min. and lead within minutes to losses of the order of £100 Á 10 6 [33] . The entire trade volume (£3:2 Á 10 9 ) of the event was larger than the volume of an average trading day. The trade activity (trades/second) was so high that some computer systems failed to cope and prices of shares were delayed. The event began at 10.10 am and within 5 minutes the FTSE 100 index rose from 3,860 to 4,060. Within another few minutes, the index fell to 3,755. After some oscillations, the index returned to the initial value at the end of the 20 min.
It is believed that the event was triggered by a huge order (£1:2 Á 10 9 ) mistakenly submitted twice (or even three times) causing all trade participants to try to exploit the opportunity.
The price evolution throughout the event is sketched in Fig. 1 . What drew our (and others) attention were the actual oscillations before the return to equilibrium. This graph was likened to the vibrations of a muffled guitar string [30, 31] . We suggested a theoretical explanation of it. We claim that once the initial mistake is postulated, one can explain the rest of the market behavior solely on the basis of the usual forces known to act within the stock market. The fact that indeed the trigger was a mistake is confirmed by the eventual return (within 20 min) of the market to the initial price.
It turns out that the usual trader profiles that are traditionally invoked to explain the usual market behavior are sufficient to explain the oscillations. The only necessary additional ingredient is a dramatic event to take place (or the perception of such an event). The event is needed to take the market out of equilibrium without affecting its fundamental dynamical parameters. In the present particular case, this was more evident since the actual fundamental value was not affected by the mistaken order. In the generic case, where the event (war, loss/gain warnings, executive resignations) affects the future expectations, the oscillations take place on the background of a long term change in the average price and the oscillating effect is somewhat masked (though still discernable). Rare cases as the present one constitute important occasions to measure the relevant market constants parametrizing respectively:
1. The inertia of the market (corresponding to the mass of the oscillator); 2. The reversion to the mean (corresponding to the oscillator elastic constant); and 3. The friction (damping force).
In fact each of these parameters could be associated with some classical investor types:
. Fundamentalists believe in the market efficiency and that even if the current value of the price P market is far from the fundamental one P fundamental ; the market will eventually revert to the fundamental price. However, they realize that this can take some time and therefore they have to discount K ð Þ for it. The greater the difference between the P market and P fundamental ; the greater will be the difference between P market and the price P order offered by the fundamentalists.
Hence, the price of the order they suggest will be determined by:
. Chartists, unlike fundamentalists, never care about the real stock value. They make their money by following the market trend. Chartists believe that any trend they discover can be exploited to predict the future stock value by extrapolating its future value P order t þ ð Þ based on the recent past P order t À ð Þ and the present P order t 0 ð Þ: The simplest choice for short times is a linear extrapolation (though this does not do justice to the sophisticated voodoo that they are actually practicing; the appropriate name would rather be ''trend-followers''):
The constant C expresses the expected departure from the present trend. For C ¼ 0 the traders assume that the present trend will continue unchanged. For C > 0; they assume the trend might reverse in the next Át ¼ t þ À t 0 interval. For C < 0; they assume that the trend might strengthen. In fact a panic state, where the trader is afraid that the market is going through a very significant change may have a C ( 0 which is bound to lead to the amplification of the present trend. In this case, we call C the ''panic parameter''.
. The third kind of trader is the noise-trader. The noisetraders are making ''random'' offers at a price P order randomly distributed around the current price P market :
In general, they have an overall effect of damping the oscillations (because they dilute the signal generated by trends), but in the presence of panicky traders, the random bids of the noise-traders may trigger an avalanche (as described in the next section).
To simplify the experiment and limit the number of free parameters we made the following generic assumptions and applied them to all traders:
All three types of traders submit limit orders only.
1. All order volumes are equal.
2. The only way to increase the chance of their order to be satisfied, traders must lower the price of the sell order or raise the price of the buy order. 3. In order to maximize their revenues, trader activity boosts when they feel the market is not at its optimum. 4. Traders act independently from each other.
During normal times, the market is calm: the fundamentalists believe that the fundamental price is somewhere in the neighborhood of the market price, the trend followers have nothing to follow and the noise traders are just inducing limited, incoherent fluctuations. Consequently, in this model, the market is boring and predictable until some erroneous order (limit order with a price high above the fundamental one or-similar to what happened on September 20, 2002-a huge market order) is produced. This single order triggers a series of responses from the participating traders that cause the entire market to oscillate.
It is important to point out that there is absolutely no direct interaction between traders. In this model every microscopic element acts autonomously. The only interaction they experience is produced through the traders' collective action on the market.
Before presenting the results of our realistic simulations of the model above let us estimate approximately, in terms of the various trader types the average (without noise) price evolution.
Let us assume that the fundamental price does not change significantly during the brief event that we are studying:
Moreover we assume for simplicity that there are in average M orders per time interval dt: By considering Eqs.
(1) and (2), one obtains the following increment in the market price evolution:
Then, the passage from discrete to continuous equations is obtained by defining:
By solving these 2 linear equations with respect to x t þ dt ð Þ and x t À dt ð Þ one can express x t þ dt ð Þ and x t À dt ð Þin terms of x t ð Þ; x t ð Þ and x t ð Þ to obtain:
Substituting these values in Eq. (3), and taking dt ! 0 (and rescaling appropriately the constants M; C and K), one gets for the market price the differential equation:
This is the damped harmonic oscillator and its parameters (originating in the individual traders behavior) determine the global market behavior: coarsely speaking, the period of the market oscillations is expected to be 4m= ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 4km À c 2 p and the amplitude of the oscillations is expected to decay exponentially as: e noise traders, the simulation presents quite faithfully the oscillations predicted by the theory.
For panic periods, the viscous friction c is negative and the amplitude increases. This is exploited by the computer experiment described in the next section.
Spontaneous price oscillations
In this section we alter the model defined in the section above to correct the two obvious problems it possesses: The only change one has to introduce to have these effects is to connect the extrapolation coefficient of the trend followers C to the actual market dynamics P order À P market : More precisely, we introduce a panic factor C that depends on the actual speed and size of the present trend. It is well known [36, 37] that the perception of the market changes is affected by these factors: C may take large negative values C t ð Þ once the investors are scared by a fortuitous random fluctuation or by scary (but not necessarily fundamental-value-changing news). If this happens, the market will spontaneously enter a period of increasing oscillations, until either some of the investors get out of the market (producing a crash), or the market calms down gradually (by external intervention or by itself).
Therefore, in such cases, one does not require a special event to displace the market price far from its normal values. One can imagine that nervous traders (the ones that do not know what to expect and are ready to follow any trend) interpret some larger random fluctuation as a tendency and amplify it. On the other hand, it does not take them long to realize that the price deviation is not going to cause any long-lasting effects and to ''bring'' it back to the fundamental price. As a result, the simulation on the market platform (and in reality) displays a market price evolution of the type shown on Fig. 3 .
One should keep in mind that the above simple applications are only the beginning of the experimental program that the market simulation platform will support.
Conclusions
In this paper we present a general method for simulating the spatially distributed continuous asynchronous dynamics of real systems faithfully and efficiently in a sequential discrete state machine. We describe the main idea and its application in the context of stock markets. As an application we show that the usual types of simple trader behavior are sufficient to explain the colossal oscillations that took place in the morning of September 20, 2002 at FTSE. Moreover we indicate how similar events can help estimating the parameters governing the market behavior for generic market instances.
We hope to be able to present in the future more systematic and exhaustive market studies and expose more complex emergent phenomena using our generic simulation platform.
